
  

 

 

ON SALE NOW 302  -                                      

This list is full of New Year Temptation.       

Yield to temptation I always say…                  

We hope you all had an amazing Christmas 

and a great start to 2024! 

                    AUSTRALIAN   STATES  

1. VICTORIA   1860-1862 Beaded oval complete set with 
an extra shade of the 3d. ASC 22-24a hard set to com-
plete and very well priced at just…………………$ 399.00          

 

 

2. VICTORIA   1901 £1 Red fine used 
with a couple of short perforations 
at left but price is just………..$ 99.00          

 

 

3.VICTORIA   1879-1900 Stamp duties, F31 and F36 
both have been used fiscally and the £10 has a thin and 
the £5 has the usual pin holes which were used to hold 
them to the documents, anyway bit ugly, image reduced 
but for a mere……………………………………….….$ 99.00          

               KANGAROOS 

 

 

4. 1/2d GREEN  BW 1bc, a mint vertical 
pair showing triple perforations between 
both units and double perforations top 
unit, lovely rare variety for………$399.00 

 

 

 

5. 2D GREY  BW 6b  Sec-
ond watermark horizon-
tal pair  from the base of 
the sheet showing double 
perforations between 
both stamps and margins 
also duplicated perfora-
tion in the vertical row 
below, a stunning rare 
items in fine mint condi-
tion for……………$549.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. 6D ULTRAMARINE RARITY ACSC 18b/ba Stunning 
block of four 2nd wmk. Perforated OS mint unhinged 
stamps, small hinge in top margin with double perfora-
tions in top row, a very rare multiple with a Chris Cere-
muga certificate stating this for ………………..$2,999.00 

 

7. 6D ULTRAMARINE  BW 19WB (1)j  
First Watermark  cancelled to order 
with “defective e of pence” a rare 
stamp even though it does have a 
minor thin on the x of six as shown, 
Cat. $1,500 just for the ordinary can-
celled stamp and this is cto..$499.00 

 

8. 6D ULTRAMARINE  BW  17A(1)ja 
first watermark with the rare substi-
tuted cliché fine used with Scott Star-
ling certificate, Cat. $4,500 and this is 
a to quality example and a bargain 
at………………………………..…$799.00 

 

 

9. 2/- BROWN  SG 41w, BW 37a third 
watermark inverted as shown, scarce 
stamp cat. is $2,250, great buying for 
just………………………………...$349.00  

 



  

 

 

10. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW   SG 30, 
Second watermark in mint lightly 
hinged condition, soft fluffy perfora-
tions which is common for this issue, 
nice price………………………..$499.00   

 

 

 

11. £1   BROWN    AND   BLUE   SG  14,  
stunning  mint  very lightly hinged well 
centred example just………..$2,899.00  

 

12. £2 BLACK AND ROSE   Specimen 
Third Wmk type C unmounted mint with 
fresh with  original gum— BW56(D)p—
broken  coast    near   the    bight     and  
shaved P— BW56xf all this on   the  one 
very scarce fresh stamp for…..$699.00   

 

13. £2  BLACK   AND   ROSE    SG 114, 
small   multiple   wmk  fine    used    as  
shown also  has  break on the Kanga-
roos tail for just………………...$349.00  

                                              

                                   KGV 

14. 1d SCARLET RED 
CNE  BW  71G(4)q a 
stunning rare variety 
in a joined pair.  This 
is the very advanced 
state of this variety 
almost described as 
INE flaw fine used as 
shown with Scott 

Starling certificate for, show piece ………….….$  699.00 

 

15. G78 ORANGE BROWN  BW 72 S 
bb a lovely fine used example of this 
very rare shade perforated OS   with a 
Michael Drury Certificate….$2,999.00 

 

 

16. 2d SCARLET NO WMK DIE 3  
BW 102aa, very rare stamp MUH 
well centred……………....$ 2,099.00 

                  

 

                  OTHER   AUSTRALIAN  ITEMS 

17. 1951 FEDERATION DIE PROOF IN BLUE   with the 
huge margins liberated from the presentation mount, in 
that format Cat. is $3000, superbly fresh condition of a 
very rare item ………………………………………..$ 399.00  

18. 1956 OLYMPICS IMPERFORATE PLATE PROOF    in 
issued colours, mounted on card and numbered 8 on 
the reverse, was presented to Sir Daryl Lindsay from 
the Stamp  Advisory  Committee.  ACSC 335PP(2)  a 
stunning Rare item in superb condition for…..$1,699.00  

 19. A.A.T. FIRST DAY COVER collection 2 volumes, 
1954-2013 housed in blue Seven Seas albums and 
matching blue slipcases. Not only are there more than 
30 lovely Pre-decimal covers, there are in total more 
than 225 covers, base cancels, cachets, Cinderellas, 
neatly typed pre-decimal covers on quite a range of 
different brands of envelopes, Registered covers, Base 
cancels on the early covers, different registration la-
bels of base camps. Decimals include 1966 set to $1 on 
registered base cancels. 1973 definitives including 
blocks of four in sets, 1984 booklet cancelled Wildlife 
booklet numbered, Benham silk covers. The face value 
of the stamps on the collection of covers is more than 
$470+ and there are some very valuable covers here, 
amazing value of just………………………………...$399.00 

20. TERRITORY FOLDERS – Complete with stamps in 
black Australia Post binder and slipcase housed on 
quality Hagner pages and contains the years 1994-2013 
is missing just 2008 and 2011. The face value of the 
MUH stamps included in the collection is $355.45 and 
the collections are on other dealers lists for over 
$800++ dollars, bargain clean lot…………………$ 249.00 

21. COMON-
W E A L T H 
C O L L E C -
T I O N 
housed in 
Davo album 
with printed 

pages with black mounts.  Includes Solomon Islands, 
Fiji, Pitcairns Island 1940-1984 Cat £200,quite complete 
for this period, Gilbert/Ellice islands 1939-1968fresh 
mint Cat. value £190 . All mint mostly lightly hinged – 
Solomons 1937-1993 £390, Fiji 1912-1970 and includes 
a nice lot of KGV to 2/6 all fresh mint extra shades etc, 
complete KGV1 and QE11 difinitives fine mint or very 
fine used Cat is £490. There is more than £1,275+ 
($2,440 Aust) in this fine collection, great for breaking 
down if you are a reseller at this silly 
price……………………………………………………..$329.00 



  

 

 

22. CHRISTMAS ISLAND COVERS – 1958-2006 lovely 
clean lot 175 covers mostly unaddressed. Has a lovely 
complete set on FDC first set 1958 neatly typed address 
on cover. The condition of this collection is first class in 
a nice clean huge black covered FDC album and a 
smaller Red one. The face value alone is over $310++ 
minor duplication, includes lots of miniature sheets, a 
lovey buy at just……………………………………….$119.00 

23. GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS  1911-1968 mint 
lightly hinged and unhinged housed beautifully present-
ed on old time album pages with black mounts. A lovely 
collection which has Specimen overprints in the early 
issues, blocks of four – I noted SG 1-7 complete mint 
£190 plus 3 values overprinted Specimen which are 
quite scarce, 1912-24 SG 12-23 up to 5/- fine mint, SG 
27-35 fine mint includes two shades of the 10/- £390, 
Postage dues complete £180, this fine collection has a 
Cat. value of more than £1,350+ ($2,580 Aust)  just in 
better items, an excellent collection with way too much 
to list here and a bargain at………………………..$ 379.00 

24. GREAT BRITAIN – 1840-1990 in three illustrated 
albums, the first is SAFE and the second two are KA-
BE. The collection is basically fine used and does in-
clude a lot of early issues including SG 2 x 2 £750 fine 
used, SG 14 £90  fine used, SG 90 £300 fine used, SG 
125 fine used x 2 £600, SG 152 x 2 £1050 fine used, SG 
159 £160, SG 162 fine used £150, SG 178, 180, 183 all 
clean used £935, 1902 Edward V11 to 5/- clean used 
£700++, the second two volumes is full of nice clean 
fine used stamps and no Cat. value has been costed to 
this pretty but very inexpensive period. There is more 
than £8,000+++ ($15,300+ Aust) in just the better 
stamps, damaged ones have not been included in this 
valuation. Nice buy for a collector to work on for a 
mere…………………………………………………….$ 729.00 

25. SOLOMON ISLANDS   1901-1984 housed in Collecta 
illustrated album with clear mounts, I noted – complete 
large Canoes SG 1-7 £275 and complete small Canoes 
SG 8-17 £200, 1913 KGV to £1 set is missing 3 values 
but does contain 5/-, 10/-, £1 all fresh mint Cat. £430+, 
1922-31 complete mint SG39-52 Cat £225, from 1931 on 
the collection is complete either mint lightly hinged or 
MUH, plus postage dues £95 and a couple of QE11 
booklets complete at the back of the collection.  Cat 
value is £1,675++ ($3,200+) on the over £10 per set 
items, all the rest are free so a really nice buy for just 
the first few pages……………………………………$729.00 

26. PNG FDC COLLECTION – three  huge volumes with 
all covers in superb condition. Covers the period 1934-
2006. There are 365++ mostly different covers. The first 
album contains some two superb flight covers with Ca-
chets. FDC’s include 1935 Silver Jubilee Papua, Regis-
tered covers some 1937 Coronation, 1952 Defins is not 
complete but does go up to the 2/6 value, some duplica-
tion of better covers includes 1961 defins x 2, Malaria x 
2, 10/- Rabaul x 2, 1964 Masks x 2, 1964 Birds covers 
complete set and from Decimals on seems very well 
presented. Some of the earlier covers are neatly ad-
dressed but the later ones are all unaddressed, the lot 
which is in absolutely superb condition…….…...$199.00 

                        COMMONWEALTH  ITEMS 

27. K.U.T  1935 Definitives complete mint lightly hinged 
condition for half what it sells for in the UK……..$299.00  

28. EGYPT  1935 SG A10 Jubilee overprint mint lightly 
hinged and missing from most omnibus sets…...$289.00 

29. NAURU 1916-23 Seahorses simplified mint hinged 
set of 3, gum a little aged well centred for………$249.00 

30. NEW GUINEA BULOLO 1935 £2 and £5 SG 204-05 
Airs both fine used as shown and what a price..$ 399.00  

31. ST 
K I T T S /
N E V I S  
1 9 2 3 
Tercen-
t e n a r y 
set to 
10/- SG 
4 8 - 5 9 

fine used  except the 5/- which is lovely fresh mint  miss-
ing SG 55 and 56 however this is a stunning group and 
Cat. is almost £400 however nice scarce group  for this 
price……………………………………………………..$229.00 

32. ST KITTS/NEVIS  1935 Definitives set  SG 24-36 a 
mixture of very fine used and mint 2/6 and £1 (missing 
just the 1d value and 5/- SG 25, 34) beautiful group 
for………………………………………………………..$199.00 

AUSTRALIAN COLLECTION 

33. DECIMAL  BOOKLET COLLECTION 1980-2002 a 
mint collection housed in quality hanger binder with 
clear vario pages containing more than 225+ complete 
booklets. It contained a lot of specialised and overprint-
ed booklets, including Sutherland Shire issues and a 
reference to folders purchased from a non Australia 
Post vending machine in Caringbah 2002, overprinted 
booklets, experimental booklets, all in superb condition 
with a face value of more than $1,030++ so a nice bar-
gain to even use for the mail the ones you might already 
have……………………………………………………..$599.00 

                   OTHER     COLLECTIONS 

34. CHINA  FDC’S – 112 different unaddressed first day 
covers in two FDC albums with quality hagner pages in 
excellent condition covering the period 1981-2001. 
There is only £100+ in Catalogue of the better stamps 
used  but China is so hard to find these days and this is 
lovely and clean There are included in the lot 11 covers 
1998-2001 with gold plated/silver stamps on FDC’s 
which I have not seen before, the lot just ……….$149.00 


